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 Movie  

1 Tsotsi  

2 Mad Hot Ballroom  

3 The Squid and the Whale  

4 Arrested Development*  

5 Little Miss Sunshine  

6 Casino Royale  

7 The Office*  

8 The Science of Sleep  

9 Brokeback Mountain  

10 Over the Hedge  

11 Stranger than Fiction  

12 Grey’s Anatomy*  

13 Paradise Now  

14 Babel  

THE  RECOMMENDATION LIST 
 

Here’s a list of movies that came out this year 
that we think if you haven’t already checked 
out you really should. Anything we missed? 
go to the blog and let us know.         *TV series 

Based on the true story of Marshall University's (in West Virginia) 
devastating plane crash that killed most of the football team in 1970, 
the film tells the story of the aftermath of rebuilding the team and the 
small steel town dealing with the trauma and loss of that event.   
 

The film is a sort of -Remember the Titans meets World Trade Center 
(The official tagline is the overdramatic: From the ashes we rose). 
Interestingly narrated by a surviving student who lost her fiancée- the 
first minutes of the film is one of the greatest voice-overs in film I 

have seen. The film then follows the story that gives meaning to this 
opening context. 
 

The trouble with the film is that it tries to buck the stereotype of films 
about sports and only half succeeds. It still is about winning—as the 
film ends when the team has finally given honor to the dead by win-
ning—but there is some great dialogue about how grief and loss make 
us look for things that matter beyond the winning and losing para-
digm. While it does try to push the boundary and works as an interest-
ing history lesson, the film as a whole ends up being a rather “feel 
good” film, about the triumph of the human spirit- the freedom we 
create out of the context of trauma and grief. David Strathairn is good 
as the bureaucratic university president, and Matthew McConaughey 
is funny as the new head coach.  --gregpveltman.blogspot.com 

Who hasn’t wished there were a television show about a pot-
dealing, upper-middle-class, California widow? Weeds is that 

show, but it’s much more. Starring Mary-Louise 
Parker (the mother from Saved!) as Nancy Bot-
win, the show offers an incisive, satirical look at 
bourgeois social politics. Botwin, whose hus-
band has died suddenly and unexpectedly, takes 
up dealing marijuana to the town elite of the 
wealthy suburb of Agrestic, California, in order 
to get by raising two sons as a single mother. 

(Getting by, for Nancy, of course means being able to retain her 
Mexican housekeeper.) The show offers, as well, an honest, 
unjudgmental (but unflattering, as well) portrayal of marijuana 
use. 
 

Most interesting, however, is Nancy’s personal transition, from 
wealthy suburban soccer mom to something quite different. She 
becomes something of a surrogate mother for her clients, and 
begins to step outside of the bizarre social mores of wealthy 
suburbia. This show is funny, thought-provoking, and, occasion-
ally, unsettling; watch it, but start from the beginning. The first 
several episodes are sometimes uneven, but the reward for mak-
ing it through is one of the more unusual shows of the last few 
years.                                                                                       --ap 

Writer:Cory Helms 
Director:Joseph McGinty Nichol 
Starring:Matthew McConaughey, Matthew Fox, Kate Mara 
Studio Information: Warner Brothers Pictures 

in theaters december twenty-second 

“Battle Star: Galactica? Isn’t that the science fiction show from the seven-
ties that was also Mormon propaganda?” Yes, it was, but the series has 
been reborn on the SciFi channel and is currently the crown jewel of the 
network’s original programming. 
 

The new Battle Star mirrors the plot lines of the old show, revolving 
around the plight of the only humans to survive the destruction of their 
colonies as they search for the half-believed legend, that it is earth. 
 

Though the series is set in the distant future, like the best works in its genre 
it deals with issues that are relevant to our current moment. The plotlines 
are rife with topics like the survival of democracy under extreme pressure, 
the roots and causes of terrorism, and the effects of wielding power upon 
the human psyche. 
 

The show’s futuristic setting allows it to tackle hot-button issues without 
raising too many eyebrows. Never coming across as heavy-handed or 
preachy, the serialized format allows the show’s creators to cogently ad-
dress contemporary issues in a timeless manner. Battle Star: Galactica is 
thought-provoking, intelligent science fiction for genre fans and those who 
wouldn’t be caught dead watching “that channel” alike.                          --nc 

 

What is the moral of this story?  Does this film offend? 
 

While these might be appropriate questions to start to 
engage film, they cannot be the final word.  Often times 
Christians find comfort in asking safe questions about film, 
not wanting “entertainment” to get too complicated. 
 

What do you mean complicated?  Film is more than just 
having a good time, or merely escaping from the stress of 
our lives for a time.  Film often illuminates our own lives 
by telling stories that help us recognize the joys and sor-
rows of being human.  Whether it is by seeing heroes or 
foibled characters work toward good, or when we relate to 
the characters experiences of being fallen and living in a 
broken world, films have the gift of making us laugh and 
cry in response.  The visuals can take us to another world, 
giving us the feeling of another time and place.  Films can 
give us a new and different vision of a world that journeys 
through good and evil, justice and mercy, grace and for-
giveness. 

 

One of the greatest things about film is that it is a medium 
that combines elements of sound, visuals, and narrative 
that portray the worldview of the filmmakers.  Film is art. 
It catches light, and shines it into the darkness, illuminating 
and transforming a plain white screen into a window look-
ing out onto an imagination of a world.  It is a great me-
dium to explore and ask questions that challenge our be-
liefs and assumptions.  Films speak into our lives, and the 
practice of reflection and conversation invigorates our 
imagination and can change how we see and talk about our 
human experience in the world. 
 

When we engage film humanly, we see how the narrative 
of the film intersects and informs our own lives as we look 
for glimpses of grace, longing, faith, hope, and love. 
 

The next time you see a film; ask yourself or a friend the 
question: what does this film tell us about what it means to 
be human? 


